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Abstract
In 1965, Fine and Wilf proved the following theorem: if (fn)n¿0 and (gn)n¿0 are periodic
sequences of real numbers, of period lengths h and k, respectively, and fn= gn for 06 n¡h+
k − gcd(h; k), then fn = gn for all n¿ 0. Furthermore, the constant h + k − gcd(h; k) is best
possible. In this paper, we consider some variations on this theorem. In particular, we study the
case where fn6 gn instead of fn=gn. We also obtain generalizations to more than two periods.
We apply our methods to a previously unsolved conjecture on iterated morphisms, the de-
creasing length conjecture: if h :∗ → ∗ is a morphism with || = n, and w is a word with
|w|¿ |h(w)|¿ |h2(w)|¿ · · ·¿ |hk(w)|, then k6 n.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we explore several related topics: some generalizations of a classical
theorem of Fine and Wilf, the solution of a conjecture on the length sequence obtained
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by iterating a morphism, and an equivalent problem about non-negative matrices. The
single thread uniting these di)erent topics is periodicity.
Periodicity is an important property of words that has applications in various do-
mains. For instance, it has applications in string searching algorithms (cf. [5]), in formal
languages (cf. for instance the pumping lemmas in [14]), and it is an important part
of combinatorics on words (cf. [4,1]).
We say a sequence (fn)n¿0 is periodic with period length h¿1 if fn=fn+h for all
n¿0. The following is a classical “folk theorem”:
Theorem 1.1. If (fn)n¿0 is a sequence of real numbers which is periodic with period
lengths h and k, then it is periodic with period length gcd(h; k).
Proof. By the extended Euclidean algorithm, there exist integers r; s¿0 such that
rh− sk =gcd(h; k). Then we have
fn = fn+rh = fn+rh−sk = fn+gcd(h;k)
for all n¿0.
The 1965 theorem of Fine and Wilf [7] is the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let (fn)n¿0, (gn)n¿0 be two periodic sequences of real numbers, of
period lengths h and k, respectively.
(a) If fn= gn for 06n¡h+ k − gcd(h; k), then fn= gn for all n¿0.
(b) The conclusion in (a) would be false if h + k − gcd(h; k) were replaced by any
smaller number.
We Irst consider some variations on the theorem of Fine and Wilf in which equality
is replaced by inequality.
2. First variation
We begin with a bit of notation and a lemma. Let a=(ai)i¿0 be a sequence of
real numbers, and let p=(p0; p1; : : : ; ph−1) be a vector of real numbers of dimension
h¿1. We will frequently need the new sequence p◦a resulting from taking successive
“windows” of length h of a and forming their dot product with p. More formally, we
deIne p ◦ a := (∑06i¡h pian+i)n¿0.
Lemma 2.1. Let p=(p0; p1; : : : ; ph−1) be a vector of h¿1 real numbers and q=
(q0; q1; : : : ; qk−1) be a vector of k¿1 real numbers. Then q ◦ (p ◦ a)= (qp) ◦ a, where
by qp we mean the vector (r0; r1; : : : ; rh+k−2) de%ned by
rn =
∑
06i¡h
06j¡k
i+j=n
piqj:
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Proof. DeIne P(z)=
∑
06i¡h piz
i, Q(z)=
∑
06i¡k qiz
i, and A(z)=
∑
i¿0 aiz
−i. If
p ◦ a=(ti)i¿0 then it is easy to see that P(z)A(z)= (
∑
i¿0 tiz
−i) +W (z), where W is
a polynomial of degree degP such that W (0)= 0. If q ◦ (p ◦ a)= (ui)i¿0 it follows
that Q(z)P(z)A(z)= (
∑
i¿0 uiz
−i)+ S(z) where S(0)= 0. Hence q ◦ (p ◦ a)= (qp) ◦ a.
For the rest of this paper, we abuse notation slightly by writing P ◦ a for p ◦ a,
where p=(p0; p1; : : : ; ph−1) and P(z)=
∑
06i¡h piz
i.
We are now ready to state and prove our Irst variation on the theorem of Fine and
Wilf.
Theorem 2.2. Let f =(fn)n¿0, g=(gn)n¿0 be two periodic sequences of real numbers,
of period lengths h and k, respectively, such that
∑
06i¡h
fi ¿ 0 (1)
and
∑
06j¡k
gj 6 0: (2)
Let d=gcd(h; k).
(a) If
fn 6 gn for 06 n ¡ h+ k − d (3)
then
(i) fn= gn for all n¿0; and
(ii)
∑
j6i¡j+d fi =
∑
j6i¡j+d gi =0 for all integers j¿0.
(b) Conclusion (a)(i) would be false if in the hypothesis h+ k − d were replaced by
any smaller integer.
Proof. (a)(i) Let d=gcd(h; k), and deIne
P(z) = 1 + z + · · ·+ zh−1 = (zh − 1)=(z − 1);
Q(z) = 1 + z + · · ·+ zk−1 = (zk − 1)=(z − 1):
DeIne
R(z) = (zk − 1)=(zd − 1);
S(z) = (zh − 1)=(zd − 1):
Then none of P;Q; R; S is identically zero, but all have non-negative coeLcients. By
hypothesis (1) we have P ◦ f¿0. Hence R ◦ (P ◦ f)¿0. But by Lemma 2.1 this means
RP ◦ f¿0: (4)
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Similarly by hypothesis (2) we have Q ◦ (−g)¿0; hence
SQ ◦ (−g) = S ◦ (Q ◦ (−g))¿ 0: (5)
Note that RP= SQ, and RP is a polynomial of degree h + k − d − 1. DeIne the
coeLcients ei by R(z)P(z)=
∑
06i¡h+k−d eiz
i. By (4) and (5) we have∑
06i¡h+k−d
ei(fi − gi)¿ 0: (6)
Now we claim that all the coeLcients ei are strictly positive. To see this, note that
R(z)P(z) =
zh − 1
zd − 1
zk − 1
z − 1
= (1 + zd + z2d + · · ·+ zh−d)(1 + z + z2 + · · ·+ zk−1):
If i¡h, write i= qd+ r where 06r¡d, and choose the term zqd from the left factor
and zr from the right factor to see ei¿0. If h6i¡h + k − d, choose zh−d from the
left factor and zi−h+d from the right factor to see ei¿0.
Since the ei are all strictly positive, combining inequality (6) with hypothesis (3)
that fn6gn for 06n¡h+ k − d gives fn= gn for 06n¡h+ k − d. But then, by the
Fine and Wilf theorem, fn= gn for all n¿0. This proves (a)(i).
Next we prove (a)(ii). Since fn= gn for all n¿0, it follows that f is periodic of
period length h and k, and hence by Theorem 1.1, of period d. The sum over the terms
of this period must be 0, since if it were less than 0 this would contradict hypothesis
(1), while if it were greater than 0 this would contradict hypothesis (2).
Then fj + fj+1 + · · ·+ fj+d−1 is just a cyclic permutation of f0 + f1 + · · ·+ fd−1,
which equals 0. A similar argument applies to g.
We now turn to the proof of part (b). Actually, we provide two di)erent proofs,
one where inequality (3) is actually an equality for as long as possible and the terms
are over an alphabet of minimal size, and one where inequality (3) is strict.
If z is a Inite sequence, then by z! we mean the inInite sequence zzz · · ·.
We Irst prove:
Theorem 2.3. Let h; k be integers with 0¡h6k, (h; k) =(1; 1). De%ne d=gcd(h; k).
There exist %nite sequences vh; k and wh; k over {−1; 0; 1}, each summing to 0, such
that if v!h; k =(f0; f1; f2; : : :) and w
!
h; k =(g0; g1; g2; : : :), then
(a) fi = gi for 06i¡h+ k − d− 2;
(b) fh+k−d−2¡gh+k−d−2;
(c) fh+k−d−1¿gh+k−d−1.
In order to prove this theorem, we use the so-called standard Sturmian words [1,11],
which can be deIned as follows for integers 06h6k with gcd(h; k)= 1:
!(h; k) :=


0 if (h; k) = (0; 1);
0k−11 if h = 1;
!(r; h)q !(r′; r) if h ¿ 1 and k = qh+ r; h = q′r + r′:
(7)
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Actually, we need the following slight generalization of these words, which removes
the restriction gcd(h; k)= 1:
!′(h; k) :=


0k if h = 0;
0k−11 if h|k;
!′(r; h)q !′(r′; r) if h ¿ 1 and k = qh+ r; h = q′r + r′:
(8)
DeIne the morphism ’t by ’t(0)= 0t and ’t(1)= 0t−11. Then it is easy to see that
for gcd(h; k)= 1 and t¿1 we have !′(ht; kt)=’t(!(h; k)).
We also need some very basic facts about Inite continued fractions, as found, for
example, in [9]. A Inite continued fraction is an expression of the form
u = a0 +
1
a1 + 1
a2+···+ 1an
;
where a0 is an integer and the other ai are positive integers. We use the well-known
fact that every rational number u has a unique expansion as a continued fraction under
the additional restriction that an =1 if u =1. We deIne the length of u, ‘(u), to be n.
Note that ‘(u)= 0 if u is an integer and further that ‘(u=v)= ‘((vmod u)=u) + 1 for
integers 0¡u¡v.
We need the following fact about !′(h; k), as found, for example, in [11]. (Strictly
speaking this result was proved for !(h; k) and gcd(h; k)= 1, but the generalization to
arbitrary h; k is straightforward.)
Theorem 2.4. Let h; k be integers with 0¡h¡k. Write k = qh+r with 06r¡h. Then
!′(h; k)∈{0; 1}k . Let gcd(h; k). Further, let !′(r; h)!=(a0; a1; a2; : : :) and !′(h; k)!=
(b0; b1; b2; : : :). Then
(a) ai = bi for 06i¡h+ k − d− 1;
(b) if ‘(h=k) is even, then ah+k−d−1 = 1, bh+k−d−1 = 0;
(c) if ‘(h=k) is odd, then ah+k−d−1 = 0, bh+k−d−1 = 1.
Given a Inite sequence x=(x0; x1; : : : ; xt−1) we deIne its cyclic Irst di)erence by
Nx=(x1 − x0; x2 − x1; : : : ; xt−1 − xt−2; x0 − xt−1).
We can now prove Theorem 2.3, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The case h= k¿2 is left to the reader. Assume 0¡h¡k, and
let r= k mod h. If ‘(h=k) is even, deIne vh; k =N!′(h; k) and wh; k =N!′(r; h). If ‘(h=k)
is odd, deIne vh; k =N!′(r; h) and wh; k =N!′(h; k). By deInition, the terms of any
cyclic Irst di)erence sequence sum to 0. Parts (a) and (b) now follow immediately
from Theorem 2.4. For part (c), note that if fi6gi for 06i¡h+k−d, then fi = gi for
all i¿0 by Theorem 2.2(a)(i). But then !′(h; k)∞ and !′(r; h)∞ di)er by a constant,
and since they are over the alphabet {0; 1}, must be equal if (h; k) =1. This, however,
contradicts Theorem 2.4.
Fig. 1 gives some examples of vh; k and wh; k , where −1 is represented by O1.
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h k !′(h; k) vh; k wh; k
1 2 01 0 1O1
2 2 01 00 1O1
2 3 010 1O1 1O10
2 4 0001 00 001O1
3 3 001 000 01O1
3 5 01001 1O10 1O101O1
4 6 000100 001O1 001O100
5 8 01001010 1O101O1 1O101O11O10
5 12 010100101001 1O11O10 1O11O101O11O101O1
8 13 0100101001001 1O101O11O10 1O101O11O101O101O1
Fig. 1. Some sample values of vh; k and wh; k .
Example. Suppose h=8 and k =13. Then from Fig. 1 we have
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
fn 1 −1 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 1 −1 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 1 −1 0 1
gn 1 −1 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 1 −1 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 1 −1 1 −1
so we Ind fn6gn for 06n¡19.
There is another construction for proving Theorem 2.2(b), under the additional
restriction that h = k. This construction gives strict inequality for h+ k − gcd(h; k)− 1
consecutive terms. We describe it next.
Let A and B be two integers to be speciIed later, and deIne two codings '0 and '1
as follows: '0(0)=A, '0(1)=B, '1(0)=A+ 1, '1(1)=B+ 1.
Theorem 2.5. There exist choices for A and B such that if k = qh+ r, and 0¡h¡k,
then f := '0(!′(r; h)) and g := '1(!′(h; k)) both have periods that sum to 0 and satisfy
fi¡gi for 06i¡h+ k − gcd(h; k)− 1, but not at i= h+ k − gcd(h; k)− 1.
Proof. First, we observe that the number of 1’s in !(h; k) is equal to u, where
hu=d≡ (−1)‘(h=k)+1 (mod k=d), 06u¡k=d, and d=gcd(h; k). See, for example, [1].
(Strictly speaking this was proved only for the case d=1 but the proof in the more
general case is not diLcult.) Similarly, the number of 1’s in !′(r; h) is equal to t,
where th=d≡ (−1)‘(r=h)+1 (mod h=d) and 06t¡h=d. It follows that the sum of the pe-
riod for '0(!′(r; h)) is A(h − t) + Bt, and the sum of the period for '1(!′(h; k)) is
(A + 1)(k − u) + (B + 1)u. We want both these sums to be 0. Such A and B exist
provided
det
[
h− t t
k − u u
]
= 0:
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In other words, we want (h−t)u−(k−u)t= hu−kt =0. It suLces to show that (h=d)u−
(k=d)t is non-zero. Consider this expression modulo k=d; we get (h=d)u (mod k=d). But
from above this is ±1, and hence =0 provided k=d¿1. But since 0¡h¡k, we have
k =d if and only if h= k. Since h¡k, the required A and B exist.
Now, by the construction, f and g have periods that sum to 0, and fi¡gi for
06i¡h+ k − gcd(h; k)− 1, but fi¿gi for i= h+ k − gcd(h; k)− 1.
Example. Take h=5, k =8. Then we Ind !′(r; h)= 01001 and !′(h; k)= 01001010.
Solving the linear system 3A+2B=0, 5(A+1)+3(B+1)=0, we Ind A=−16, B=24.
Thus if f is the periodic sequence (−16; 24;−16;−16; 24)! and g is the periodic
sequence (−15; 25;−15;−15; 25;−15; 25;−15)!, we see from the following table:
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
fn −16 24 −16 −16 24 −16 24 −16 −16 24 −16 24
gn −15 25 −15 −15 25 −15 25 −15 −15 25 −15 −15
that fn¡gn for 06n610, but not at n=11.
Remark. Theorem 2.2 is reminiscent of some classical theorems on trigonometric poly-
nomials. For example, FejQer [6] proved that a real trigonometric polynomial with 0
constant term
(1 cos )+ *1 sin )+ (2 cos(2)) + *2 sin(2)) + · · ·+ (r cos(r)) + *r sin(r))
cannot have the same sign for all real ) unless it is identically zero. Also see
[13, pp. 80, 263], [8].
An earlier version of this paper [12] contained a slightly di)erent proof of Theo-
rem 2.2.
3. Second variation: more than two periods
In this section, we consider some variations on the Fine and Wilf theorem for more
than two periods. (For other generalizations of Fine and Wilf to more than two periods,
see [3,10].)
For our Irst theorem, we need a little notation. For integers p¿1 let !p denote a
primitive p’th root of unity, i.e., !p := e2+
√−1=p. DeIne
Rp := {!ip: 06 i ¡ p} = {! ∈ C: !p = 1}:
Finally, for integers h1; h2; : : : ; hr¿1 deIne
,(h1; h2; : : : ; hr) = |Rh1 ∪ Rh2 ∪ · · · ∪ Rhr |;
the number of distinct roots of unity among the h1th, h2th, etc., roots of unity.
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By the principle of inclusion–exclusion, it follows that
,(h1; h2; : : : ; hr) =
∑
S⊆{h1 ;h2 ;:::;hr}
S 	=∅
gcd(S)(−1)|S|+1;
where by gcd(S) for S a non-empty set we mean the greatest common divisor of all
elements of S. For example,
,(6; 10; 15) = 6 + 10 + 15− gcd(6; 10)− gcd(6; 15)− gcd(10; 15)
+gcd(6; 10; 15) = 22:
Theorem 3.1. Let (fi(n))n¿0, 16i6r, be r periodic complex-valued sequences with
period lengths h1; h2; : : : ; hr , respectively. Suppose
∑
16i6r fi(n)= 0 for 06n¡,(h1;
h2; : : : ; hr). Then
∑
16i6r fi(n)= 0 for all n¿0.
Proof. As Fine and Wilf observed [7], any periodic complex-valued sequence
(f(n))n¿0 of period length p can be written in the form
f(n) =
∑
06i¡p
ci!inp
for some coeLcients c0; c1; : : : ; cp−1.
It follows that there exist coeLcients ci; j, 16i6r and 06j¡hi such that
fi(n) =
∑
06j¡hi
ci;j!
jn
hi :
DeIne
s= [s1; s2; : : : ; sm]
= [1; !h1 ; !
2
h1 ; : : : ; !
h1−1
h1 ; 1; !h2 ; !
2
h2 ; : : : ; !
h2−1
h2 ; : : : ; 1; !hr ; !
2
hr ; : : : ; !
hr−1
hr ];
where m= h1 + h2 + · · · + hr . Let B := ,(h1; h2; : : : ; hr) and deIne the B×m matrix
M =(ti; j)06i¡B;16j6m by ti; j := sij . DeIne the column vector
v := [c1;0; c1;1; : : : ; c1;h1−1; c2;0; c2;1; : : : ; c2;h2−1; : : : ; cr;0; cr;1; : : : ; cr;hr−1]
T:
Then the hypothesis of the theorem is Mv=0. Some of the columns of M are identical
because some of the entries in the vector s coincide. We may delete the repeated
columns of M and sum the corresponding entries of v to get M ′v′=0, where M ′ is
a B×B matrix and v′ is a column vector with B entries. Now M ′ is a Vandermonde
matrix and hence invertible, so v′=0. It follows that
∑
16i6r fi(n)= 0 for all n.
We next turn to another variation on Fine and Wilf for more than two periods. This
generalization is more in the spirit of Theorem 2.2.
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Theorem 3.2. Let f1 = (f1(n))n¿0, f2 = (f2(n))n¿0; : : : ; fr =(fr(n))n¿0 be r periodic
real-valued sequences of periods h1; h2; : : : ; hr , respectively. Suppose that for all i with
16i6r, we have∑
06n¡hi
fi(n)¿ 0:
If ∑
16i6r
fi(n)6 0
for 06n¡h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r + 1, then∑
16i6r
fi(n) = 0
for all n¿0.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, and we indicate only what
needs to be changed. First, we need the following easy generalization of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 3.3. If P1; P2; : : : ; Pr are polynomials with real coeCcients and a=(an)n¿0
then P1 ◦ (P2 ◦ · · · ◦ (Pr ◦ a) · · ·)= (P1 · · ·Pr) ◦ a.
For 16i6r, deIne Pi(z)= 1+ z+ · · ·+ zhi−1 = (zhi −1)=(z−1). Then by hypothesis
Pi ◦ fi is a sequence of non-negative real numbers for each i, 16i6r. It follows
using Lemma 3.3 that if P :=P1P2 · · ·Pr , then P ◦ fi is a sequence of non-negative
real numbers for 16i6r. But P has degree h1 + h2 + · · · + hr − r and hence has
h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r+1 coeLcients. Furthermore, all the coeLcients of P are strictly
positive. Hence if
∑
16i6r fi(n)60 for 06n¡h1 +h2 + · · ·+hr− r+1, it follows that∑
16i6r fi(n)= 0 for 06n¡h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r + 1. Now h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r +
1¿,(h1; h2; : : : ; hr), since the left-hand side counts the total number of roots of unity
among Rh1 ; : : : ; Rhr without double-counting occurrences of 1, while the right-hand side
counts the number of distinct roots of unity. But then
∑
16i6r fi(n)= 0 for all n¿0
by Theorem 3.1.
We note that the bound h1 +h2 + · · ·+hr− r+1 is not, in general, optimal, although
the bound is optimal if the period lengths h1; h2; : : : ; hr are relatively prime.
One might be tempted to guess that the true bound, as in Theorem 3.1, is not
h1 + h2 + · · · + hr − r + 1, but rather ,(h1; h2; : : : ; hr). This is not true, however. The
following is an example of three periodic sequences of period lengths 6, 10, and 15,
respectively, whose periods individually sum to 0 and such that f1(n)+f2(n)+f3(n)60
for 06n¡,(6; 10; 15)=22, but not for n=22.
f1 = (0; 0; 0;−1; 1; 0)!;
f2 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1;−1; 0;−1; 1)!;
f3 = (0; 0; 0; 1;−1;−1; 1; 0; 1; 0;−1; 0; 0; 0; 0)!:
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4. The decreasing length conjecture
We now turn to a seemingly simple problem about iterated morphisms. Let ; 0 be
Inite alphabets. By a morphism we mean a map h : ∗→0∗ such that h(xy)= h(x)h(y)
for all x; y∈∗. If =0 we can iterate h, writing h0(x)= x and hi(x)= h(hi−1(x)) for
i¿1. We can then ask about the sequence of lengths
|x|; |h(x)|; |h2(x)|; : : : :
In particular, for how many consecutive terms can this sequence strictly decrease?
This question arose naturally during the writing of a paper of Shallit and Wang [16]
on two-sided inInite Ixed points of morphisms, i.e., those two-sided inInite words
w such that h(w)=w. Shallit and Wang made the following conjecture, called the
decreasing length conjecture [15]:
Conjecture 4.1. If h :∗→∗ is a morphism, and  has n elements, then
|w|¿ |h(w)|¿ · · ·¿ |hk(w)|
implies that k6n.
It is easy to see that the bound of n cannot be decreased, for if we deIne
= {a1; a2; : : : ; an};
w= a1a2 · · · an;
h(ai) = ai+1 for 16 i 6 n− 1;
h(an) = 2;
then hj(n)= aj+1aj+2 · · · an for 06j6n.
The decreasing length conjecture can be stated in an equivalent fashion that does not
involve morphisms. To do so, we recall some basic facts about iterated morphisms.
Let |x|a denote the number of occurrences of the letter a in the string x. Given a mor-
phism h : ∗→∗ for = {a1; a2; : : : ; ad}, we deIne the incidence matrix M =M (h)
as follows:
M = (mi;j)16i;j6d;
where mi; j = |h(aj)|ai .
The matrix M (h) is useful because of the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. We have


|h(w)|a1
|h(w)|a2
...
|h(w)|ad

 = M (h)


|w|a1
|w|a2
...
|w|ad

 :
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Proof. We have
|h(w)|ai =
∑
16j6d
|h(aj)|ai |w|aj :
Corollary 4.3.


|hn(w)|a1
|hn(w)|a2
...
|hn(w)|ad

 = (M (h))
n


|w|a1
|w|a2
...
|w|ad

 :
Corollary 4.4.
|hn(w)| = [1 1 1 · · · 1]M (h)n


|w|a1
|w|a2
...
|w|ad

 :
Thus an equivalent way to state the decreasing length conjecture is the following:
Conjecture 4.5. Let M be an n× n matrix with non-negative integer entries. Let v be
a column vector of non-negative integers, and let u be the row vector [1 1 1 · · · 1].
If
uv ¿ uMv ¿ uM 2v ¿ · · ·¿ uMkv
then k6n.
Some partial results on the decreasing length conjecture were already known.
If A and B are square matrices of the same dimension, then by A6B we mean that
each entry of A is 6 the corresponding entry of B. Wang and Shallit proved [18]
that if M is an n× n matrix of non-negative integers, then there exist integers
06i¡j62n such that Mi6Mj. It follows that if
uv ¿ uMv ¿ uM 2v ¿ · · ·¿ uMkv;
then k¡2n. Later, improved results on this related problem were found by Bo [2] and
Wang [17].
We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let r¿1 be an integer, and suppose there exist r sequences ai =
(ai(n))n¿0, 16i6r, r positive integers h1; h2; : : : ; hr , and positive real numbers wi; j,
16i6r, 06j¡hi such that for 16i6r and all n¿0 we have
∑
06j¡hi wi; jai(n +
j)¿0. Let B= h1 + h2 + · · · + hr − r + 1. Then there exist B positive real numbers
x0; x1; : : : ; xB−1 such that for 16i6r and all n¿0 we have
∑
06j¡B xjai(n+ j)¿0.
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Proof. For 16i6r deIne Pi(z) :=
∑
06j¡hi wi; jz
j. Then Pi is a polynomial of degree
hi−1. DeIne P :=P1P2 · · ·Pr . Then P is a polynomial of degree B−1= h1+h2+ · · ·+
hr − r. DeIne P(z)=
∑
06j¡B xjz
j. By hypothesis each Pi has all positive coeLcients,
and hence so does P. By hypothesis Pi ◦ ai consists of all non-negative terms for
16i6r. Hence (P=Pi) ◦ (Pi ◦ ai) consists of all non-negative terms, and by Lemma 3.3
this equals P ◦ ai.
We now prove a lemma similar to Theorem 3.2, with weaker hypotheses and a
weaker conclusion.
Lemma 4.7. Let r¿1 be an integer, and suppose there exist r sequences of real
numbers ai =(ai(n))n¿0, 16i6r, and r positive integers h1; h2; : : : ; hr , such that the
following conditions hold:
(a)
∑
06j¡hi ai(n+ j)¿0 for 16i6r and n¿0;
(b) There exists an integer C¿1 such that
∑
16i6r ai(n)¡0 for 06n¡C.
Then C6h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r.
Proof. Assume, contrary to what we want to prove, that C¿h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr− r+1.
By Lemma 4.6 there exist positive real numbers x0; x1; : : : ; xs−1 with s= h1 +h2 + · · ·+
hr − r + 1 such that
∑
06j¡s xjai(j)¿0 for 16i6r. Then∑
16i6r
∑
06j¡s
xjai(j) =
∑
06j¡s
xj
∑
16i6r
ai(j)¿ 0;
a contradiction. Hence n6h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r.
Remark. When r=2, and gcd(h1; h2)= 1, the bound in Lemma 4.7 is tight, as shown
by Theorem 2.5.
Lemma 4.8. Let r¿1 be an integer, and suppose there exist r sequences of real
numbers bi =(bi(n))n¿0, 16i6r, and r positive integers h1; h2; : : : ; hr , such that the
following conditions hold:
(a) bi(n+ hi)¿bi(n) for 16i6r and n¿0;
(b) there exists an integer D¿1 such that
∑
16i6r bi(n)¿
∑
16i6r bi(n + 1) for
06n¡D.
Then D6h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r.
Proof. DeIne ai(n) := bi(n+ 1)− bi(n).
We Ind
∑
06j¡hi
ai(n+ j) =
∑
06j¡hi
(bi(n+ 1 + j)− bi(n+ j))
= bi(n+ hi)− bi(n)
¿ 0:
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Also,
∑
16i6r
ai(n) =
∑
16i6r
(bi(n+ 1)− bi(n))
=
( ∑
16i6r
bi(n+ 1)
)
−
( ∑
16i6r
bi(n)
)
¡ 0
for 06n¡D. Now apply Lemma 4.7. We Ind C6h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hr − r, so D6h1 +
h2 + · · ·+ hr − r.
Remark. When r=2 and gcd(h1; h2)= 1, then it can be shown that the bound in
Lemma 4.8 is tight, as follows: deIne b1(n) :=
∑
06i¡n fi and b2(n) :=−
∑
06i¡n gi,
where f and g are the periodic sequences in Theorem 2.5. For example, for h1 = 5,
h2 = 8 we Ind
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
b1(n) 0 −16 8 −8 −24 0 −16 8 −8 −24 0 −16 8
b2(n) 0 15 −10 5 20 −5 10 −15 0 15 −10 5 20
b1(n) + b2(n) 0 −1 −2 −3 −4 −5 −6 −7 −8 −9 −10 −11 28
We are now ready to prove the decreasing length conjecture. We will prove a conjecture
slightly more general than the version given as Conjecture 4.5 above.
Theorem 4.9. Suppose M is an n× n matrix with non-negative integer entries. If
there exist a row vector u and a column vector v with non-negative real entries such
that
uv ¿ uMv ¿ uM 2v ¿ · · ·¿ uMkv;
then k6n. Also k = n only if Mn=0.
Proof. First we recall a fact about path algebra in graphs. Given an n× n matrix
M =(mi; j)16i6n;16j6n with non-negative integer entries, we may construct its asso-
ciated directed graph G=G(M) on vertices {1; 2; : : : ; n} as follows: we create mi; j
distinct directed edges from vertex i to vertex j. (Note: this may well create self-loops
and multiple edges.) Then the i; jth entry of Ms gives the number of distinct walks of
length s from vertex i to vertex j in G. (A walk may repeat vertices and edges, and
the length of the walk is the number of edges traversed.)
Now let M be the matrix in the statement of the theorem and G its associated
graph. Let u=(u1; u2; : : : ; un) and v=(v1; v2; : : : ; vn)T. Let V be the set of vertices in
G. Consider some maximal set of vertices forming disjoint cycles {C1; C2; : : : ; Cr} in G.
Then V can be written as the disjoint union
V = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr ∪W;
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where W is the set of vertices which do not lie in any of the disjoint cycles; note
that W may be empty. Then any directed walk in G of length |W | or greater must
intersect some cycle Ci, for otherwise the walk would contain a cycle disjoint from
C1; C2; : : : ; Cr , a contradiction. Associate each walk of length ¿|W | to the Irst cycle
Ci it intersects. DeIne Psi; j; l to be the number of directed walks of length s from vertex
i to vertex j associated with cycle l. Also deIne
T sl :=
∑
16i;j6n
uivjPsijl:
Then for any s¿|W | we have
uMsv =
∑
16l6r
T sl : (9)
Then
T sl 6 T
s+|Cl|
l ;
since any walk of length s associated with cycle Cl can be extended to a walk of length
s+ |Cl| by traversing the cycle Cl once. (This construction is a 1–1 map and it maps
a walk associated with cycle Cl to another walk also associated with cycle Cl since
Cl is the Irst cycle encountered by both walks.) From the inequality uMsv¿uMs+1v
for 06s6k − 1 and Eq. (9) we have
∑
16l6r
T sl ¿
∑
16l6r
T s+1l
for |W |6s¡k.
For 16i6r and j¿0 deIne bi(j)=T
|W |+j
i and hi = |Ci|. Then the conditions of
Lemma 4.8 are satisIed. We conclude that k − |W |6|C1| + |C2| + · · · + |Cr| − r.
Moreover, |C1|+ |C2|+ · · ·+ |Cr|+ |W |= |V |= n and so k6n− r.
Finally notice that k = n implies that r=0, so G is acyclic and Mn=0.
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